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With the advantage of storage as a service many enterprises are moving their valuable data to the
cloud, since it costs less, easily scalable and can be accessed from anywhere any time. The trust
between cloud user and provider is paramount. We use security as a parameter to establish trust.
Cryptography is one way of establishing trust. Searchable encryption is a cryptographic method to
provide security. In literature many researchers have been working on developing efficient searchable
encryption schemes. In this paper we explore some of the effective cryptographic techniques based on
vector space model (VSM), which manages increased control complexity of the data centre, and a less
efficient cloud storage system.
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INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing paradigm provides a variety of service to the consumers. Many consumer electronic devices (e.g.
Smartphone) with support of high speed computing combined with the emerging cloud. A cloud computing
middleware Media Cloud for set top boxes for classifying, searching, and delivering media inside home network and
across the cloud [1].
One hand, consumer-centric cloud computing a new model of enterprise-level IT infrastructure that provides on
demand high quality applications and services from a shared pool of configuration computing resources for
consumers. On the other hand, some problems may be caused in this circumstance since the Cloud Service Provider
(CSP) possesses full control of the outsourced data. Sensitive data are encrypted before outsourcing to the cloud.
However, encrypted data make the traditional data utilization services based on plaintext keyword search useless
[2]. The simple and embarrassed method of downloading all the data and decrypting locally is obviously
impractical, because the authorized cloud consumers must hope to search their interested data rather than all the data

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The existing systems like exact or fuzzy keyword search, supports only single keyword search. These schemes doesn’t retrieve
the relevant data to users query therefore multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted cloud data remains a very challenging
problem. To meet this challenge of effective search system, an effective and flexible searchable scheme is proposed that
supports multi-keyword ranked search [3]. To address multi-keyword search and result ranking, Vector Space Model (VSM) is
used to build document index, each document is expressed as a vector where each dimension value is the Term Frequency (TF)
weight of its corresponding keyword. A new vector is also generated in the query phase. The vector has the same dimension with
document index and its each dimension value is the Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) weight. Then cosine measure can be
used to compute similarity of one document to the search query. To improve search efficiency, a tree-based index structure used
which is a balance binary tree is. The searchable index tree is constructed with the document index vectors. So the related
documents can be found by traversing the tree.
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Synonym search
While user searching the data on cloud server it might be possible that the user is unaware of the exact words to search, i.e. there
is no tolerance of synonym substitution or syntactic variation which are the typical user searching behaviors and happen very
frequently [4]. To solve this problem semantic based search method is used. To improve the search for information it is
necessary that search engines can understand what the user wants so they are able to answer objectively. To achieve that, one
of the necessary things is that the resources have information that can be helpful to searches.
The Semantic Web proposed to clarify the meaning of resources by annotating them with metadata data over data [5]. . By
associating metadata to resources, semantic searches can be significantly improved when compared to traditional searches. It
allows users the use of natural language to express what he wants to find [6]. Here the enhanced VSM algorithm is proposed for
improving documental searches optimized for specific scenarios where user want to find a document but don´t remember the
exact words used, if plural or singular words were used or if a synonym was used.
The defined algorithm takes into consideration:
1) The number of direct words of the search expression that are in the document;
2) The number of word variation of the search expression that are in the document;
3) The number of synonyms of the words in the search expression that are in the document.

Vector space model algorithm
Vector space model is an algebraic model for representing text documents (and any objects, in general) as vectors of identifiers,
for example, index terms. It is used in information filtering, information retrieval, indexing and relevancy rankings. To address
multi-keyword search and result ranking, Vector Space Model (VSM) is used to build document index, each document is
expressed as a vector where each dimension value is the Term Frequency (TF) weight of its corresponding keyword. A new
vector is also generated in the query phase [7].

RESULTS
Our system consists of 3 entities viz., data owner, data user and the cloud server as shown in Figure− 1.
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Data owner
1. Encrypts the data files for securing the data in cloud before uploading into the cloud.
2. They define the access rights for the user who want to access those documents.
3. The access right is a 2-state variable: permission granted or permission denied.
Cloud server
1. Stores the encrypted data files and encrypted index tree.
2. It accepts the encrypted keywords and returns the matching data file based on their relevance.
Data user
1. User can search for encrypted data files in cloud with encrypted keywords.
2. The purpose of using encrypted keywords is that even the cloud server must not be able to infer the
contents of data files.
This system is implemented in ASP. NET framework using C# and the process includes the following:
1. The data owner uploads the text files (documents) in cloud storage. Once the files get uploaded the
owner is generating the encryption key through which the uploaded files are encrypted and are available
only for the authorized users.
2. The registered data users can search the interesting data and can request the key from the data owner to
download the document. The system matches the partial substring or various synonyms of the actual
document name in the storage. For example, consider a document named Model.doc is uploaded in the
cloud storage. The user query strings such as form, plan, and mod will be matched for the string “Model”
and the document Model.doc will be retrieved. Through which Multi-Keyword searching is achieved.
3. Data owner forwards the decryption key to the secured user to access the documents; else the pop up
error message will arise when the document is accessed without decryption key request made by the
respective user.

File uploading
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In the new system we build a secure index and outsource it along with the encrypted data items. Each index
is mapped to a data bucket. Data bucket contain id of all the documents which have the bucket index as one of
its index. At time of document upload the client send a request to the server for a unique password. Then the
server generate the password form the features of document and how uploading the document and send to the
client/data owner. Then using that password the data owner encrypt the document and uploaded the document
along with the secure indexes [8].
At the time of file upload the server check for corresponding bucket in the data base based on the index word
given by the user and selects the corresponding bucket to a data item. If there is no such a bucket then the
server creates a new bucket for the documents index and adds the document to the newly created bucket. The
password generation module which generates the unique password for the document provides extra security.
The password generation consists of message digest creation using SHA-1 and converts the 160 bit message
digest to 128 bit key for encryption [9].
The data owner’s unique identifier, the file’s unique identifier and the file name are used to generate the
message digest. The AES is the encryption scheme used to encrypt the files. Based on the words inside the
document the system itself able to predict the index words, but the final submission is by the data owner. He
can select from the predicted words by the system or can add manually and the figure for this is shown in
figure−2 File uploading.
Files searching
Search is performed based on the all the synonyms and search words across bucket indexes and return all the
authorized documents corresponding to from the selected buckets. The results are ranked based on the history
and the number of times the document id is present in the buckets. That is it support for multi-key word
search and then returns the best result as the first document and the figure for this is shown in figure−2 File
searching
Files downloading
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The input to the SHA-1 is the data owner’s unique identifier, the file’s unique identifier and the file name.
Then the 160 bit is converted to 128 bit and the 128 bit key is used for the AES decryption. The file and the
key are given to the client and the decryption is performed in the client side and the figure for this is shown in
figure−2 File Downloading.

Fig: 1. Searchable encryption architecture using vsm
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Fig: 2. File uploading, searching, downloading

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

DISCUSSION
Here we present the experimental evaluation of the Synonym based Ranked Secure Search over Encrypted
Data. We investigated the success of our proposed scheme in the context of user unaware key management,
automatic index prediction; synonym based searching, multi-key word search, user authentication and
document ranking. For the purpose of testing we constructed a database of 200 documents entries.
User unaware key management
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To verify the user unaware key management we want to evaluate mainly 2 things. First one is the
uniqueness of the key. The second is the same key generation at the time of encryption and decryption.
First one is evaluated using uploading same document with same indexes by same and different data
owners [10]. And the result is checked by performing search on the data base for any two similar encrypted
documents. 10 data owners are uploaded the same document 5 tines but cannot find the similar encrypted
files in the data base. The rest is evaluated by downloading random 100 documents and check they are
perfectly decrypted or not. We observed that all are decrypted correctly.

Automatic index prediction
The automatic index prediction is evaluated by checking the predicted indexes and keywords of the
documents. Testing is done with 20 document files, 20 text files, 20 PDF file. The most frequent words,
which may consider as the candidate for the index, are successfully predicted by the system [11].
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Search Performance based on number of documents in each bucket
The performance of the system is checked by testing the execution time of the search with different indexes
which have various numbers of documents inside each index bucket [11]. The number of documents in
each bucket is denoted. At the starting the search time is increased with increasing number of documents
inside the bucket. But later it become almost constant.

CONCLUSION
The energy efficiency is the important key Wireless sensor networks. With data transmission is the major
part of energy consumption, chaos theory based time series prediction method to enhance energy
efficiency. The proposed Chaos Theory based Data Aggregation (CTAg) based approach reduces redundant
data, communication overhead and number of packet transmission between aggregator and sink node by
using adaptive thresholds. The time series prediction using CTAg method was energy efficient and
performed less computation to obtain the forecasted data. The experiments also show CTAg achieves better
performance compared to other prediction approaches like Kalman Filter [KF] based prediction.
.
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